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has become established as a platform to present hard to find, often raw and in parts rarely heard
songs, from a variety of genres and composers. Featuring a mix of both obscure and best-selling

titles, hopefully most enjoy a few tracks from the eclectic musical spectrum that this blog features.
Tuesday, 14 April 2013 The highest praise is not to be heard from the lips of the majority but rather
from the reflective though few in number. Each and every one of our intended readers should have

the opportunity to at least consider whether or not these songs may help provide some small insight
into the musical mystery that each one of us are part of. Designed to provide a critique of the

soundtrack on which the intriguing animated movie, "Independence Day" (the second instalment of
the "Independence Day" film series) was inspired, this selection (A|M) - El Espacio (2010) compiled

by film composer and long term EMI recording artist Anouar Turki, is strongly influenced by the
original, and with it's almost incredibly reflective sound will hopefully resonate with anyone who has
been faced with loss in any form or shape. Be your own refuge, Just be the one who has the strength

to speak, to the ones who surround you in your own form of death. There are no excuses here, no
end in sight, just memories. What would it take to re-examine what is wrong, to right the wrongs of
the past. If you think you’re alone, try finding the strength to survive, to help, to live. Without self-
doubt and without remorse, We forget all of this, And there is still no excuse So believe in yourself,
Who do you tell your wrongs to, Would your vision be complete in the end. Would you be able to

forgive those who locked you up, Pushed you into a mould, T
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alerts and special reports. The news and stories that matter, delivered weekday mornings. A 19-year-
old man has been charged with manslaughter after a woman and her two young children were killed
and another child injured when the wrong driver arrived to take them to preschool. Gregory Harris
was charged in the deaths of Shanamaria Harris, 10, and her sister, 7-year-old Justice Harris, the

Tarrant County District Attorney's Office said in a news release. Gregory "J.J." Harris Gregory Harris,
arrested on Aug. 22, 2018. Tarrant County Sheriff's Office Harris received the children and their

teacher's older daughter, a 19-year-old woman, on Aug. 19 at their Tarrant County home and drove
them to Central Park Preschool. The children's mother saw them get into the car and realized she
had picked the wrong driver, authorities said. Let our news meet your inbox. The news and stories

that matters, delivered weekday mornings. This site is protected by recaptcha She ordered the
driver to stop at the park entrance near their home, police said. When the woman jumped from the
car and began yelling, another car containing the children's uncle and grandmother arrived and also

realized that the driver wasn't Harris. The woman was taken to the hospital and later died. Harris
was arrested at the children's home on Monday. Harris was also charged with injury to a child and

tampering with evidence. He is being held on $60,000 bond. "This is a tragic event. No child should
ever experience a child's life lost," Harris' attorney, Dwayne Broaddus, said in a statement. "The

Harris family is devastated by these circumstances and is asking for privacy during this
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